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Managing consistent, typographic rhythm isn’t easy, but when the type is responsive, things get even
more difficult. Fortunately, Sass maps make responsive typography much more manageable.

Writing the code is one thing, but keeping track of font-size values for each breakpoint is another —
and the above is for paragraphs alone. Throw in h1 to h6s, each with variable font sizes for each
breakpoint, and it gets cumbersome, especially when the type doesn’t scale linearly.

If you’ve tried to tackle responsive type, this may look familiar:

p { font-size: 15px; }
@media screen and (min-width: 480px) {
 p { font-size: 16px; }
}
@media screen and (min-width: 640px) {
 p { font-size: 17px; }
}
@media screen and (min-width: 1024px) 
{
 p { font-size: 19px; }
}

Sass variables are great for making values reusable throughout a project, but managing them for
responsive font sizes easily becomes a mess.

$p-font-size-mobile : 15px;
$p-font-size-small : 16px;
$p-font-size-medium : 17px;
$p-font-size-large : 19px;
$h1-font-size-mobile: 28px;
$h1-font-size-small : 31px;
$h1-font-size-medium: 33px;
$h1-font-size-large : 36px;
// I think you get the 
point…

Organizing Font Sizes With Sass Maps

Let’s start by creating a Sass map with key-value pairs — breakpoints as keys and font sizes as
corresponding values.
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$p-font-sizes: 
(
 null : 15px,
 480px : 16px,
 640px : 17px,
 1024px: 19px
);

With mobile-first in mind, we see that the key null represents the default font size (not in a media
query), and breakpoints are in ascending order.

Next, the mixin, which iterates through a Sass map and generates the appropriate media queries.

@mixin font-size($fs-map) {
 @each $fs-breakpoint, $fs-font-size in $fs-map 
{
 @if $fs-breakpoint == null {
 font-size: $fs-font-size;
 }
 @else {
 @media screen and (min-width: $fs-breakpoint) {
 font-size: $fs-font-size;
 }
 }
 }
}

Note: It’s worth mentioning that this mixin, along with the ones to follow, feature some basic
programming logic. Sass, with the help of SassScript4 (a set of extensions that comes baked in),
makes basic programming constructs possible, like if/else statements, each loops and a ton more. I
encourage you to take some time to read through the documentation5. Sass’ “power features” will
introduce you to a new dimension of things you can do with Sass.

We’ll then use the mixin for paragraphs:

p {
 @include font-size($p-font-
sizes);
}

… which results in the following CSS:

p { font-size: 15px; }
@media screen and (min-width: 480px) {
 p { font-size: 16px; }
}
@media screen and (min-width: 640px) {
 p { font-size: 17px; }
}
@media screen and (min-width: 1024px) 
{
 p { font-size: 19px; }
}
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Managing and keeping track of font sizes for elements becomes a whole lot easier! With every new
element, create a map and call the mixin in the appropriate selector.

$h1-font-sizes: (
 null : 28px
 480px : 31px,
 640px : 33px,
 1024px: 36px
);
h1 {
 @include font-size($h1-font-
sizes);
}

Keep font sizes consistent for various elements:

p, ul, ol {
 @include font-size($p-font-
sizes);
}

Solving Breakpoint Fragmentation

But wait! What if we decide that we want the font size of ps to be 17 pixels and of h1s to be 33 pixels at
a breakpoint of 700 pixels, instead of 640 pixels? With the solution above, that would require manually
changing every instance of 640px. By trying to solve one problem, we’ve inadvertently created
another: breakpoint fragmentation.

If we can manage font sizes in Sass maps, surely we can do the same with breakpoints, right? Exactly!

Let’s create a map for common breakpoints and assign each value an appropriate name. We’ll also
change the font-sizes map a bit by using the breakpoint names we assigned in $breakpoints to
establish a relationship between the breakpoints and font-sizes maps.

$breakpoints: (
 small : 480px,
 medium: 700px, // Previously 
640px
 large : 1024px
);
$p-font-sizes: (
 null : 15px,
 small : 16px,
 medium: 17px,
 large : 19px
);
$h1-font-sizes: (
 null : 28px,
 small : 31px,
 medium: 33px,
 large : 36px
);

The last step is to tweak the mixin a bit so that when it iterates through the font-sizes map, it’ll use the



breakpoint name to get the appropriate value from $breakpoints before generating the media query.

@mixin font-size($fs-map, $fs-breakpoints: $breakpoints) 
{
 @each $fs-breakpoint, $fs-font-size in $fs-map {
 @if $fs-breakpoint == null {
 font-size: $fs-font-size;
 }
 @else {
 // If $fs-font-size is a key that exists in
 // $fs-breakpoints, use the value
 @if map-has-key($fs-breakpoints, $fs-breakpoint) {
 $fs-breakpoint: map-get($fs-breakpoints, $fs-
breakpoint);
 }
 @media screen and (min-width: $fs-breakpoint) {
 font-size: $fs-font-size;
 }
 }
 }
}

Note: The mixin’s default breakpoints map is $breakpoints; if your breakpoints variable’s name is
different, be sure to change it in the second argument of line 1.

Voila! Now, what if we want an element to have a font size for a custom breakpoint that doesn’t exist in 
$breakpoints? In the font-sizes map, simply drop in the breakpoint value instead of a name as the
key, and the mixin will do the work for you:

$p-font-sizes: (
 null : 15px,
 small : 16px,
 medium: 17px,
 900px : 18px,
 large : 19px,
 1440px: 20px,
);
p {
 @include font-size($p-font-
sizes);
}

The magic happens in the mixin thanks to Sass’ map-has-key function6. It checks to see whether the
key name exists in $breakpoints: If it exists, it’ll use the value of the key; if not, it’ll assume the key
is a custom value and use that instead when generating the media query.
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p { font-size: 15px; }
@media screen and (min-width: 480px) {
 p { font-size: 16px; }
}
@media screen and (min-width: 700px) {
 p { font-size: 17px; }
}
@media screen and (min-width: 900px) {
 p { font-size: 18px; }
}
@media screen and (min-width: 1024px) 
{
 p { font-size: 19px; }
}
@media screen and (min-width: 1440px) 
{
 p { font-size: 20px; }
}

Improving Vertical Rhythm With Line Height

Line height is also an important part of achieving consistent vertical rhythm. So, without going
overboard, let’s include line height in the solution.

Extend the font-sizes map by including both font size and line height in a list as the value of the desired
key:

$breakpoints: (
 small : 480px,
 medium: 700px,
 large : 1024px
);
$p-font-sizes: (
 null : (15px, 1.3),
 small : 16px,
 medium: (17px, 1.4),
 900px : 18px,
 large : (19px, 
1.45),
 1440px: 20px,
);

Note: Although line-height values can be defined using any valid CSS unit (percentages, pixels, ems,
etc.), “unitless” values are recommended7 and preferred8 in order to avoid unexpected results due to
inheritance.

We then need to modify the mixin to include line height when generating the CSS.
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@mixin font-size($fs-map, $fs-breakpoints: $breakpoints) 
{
 @each $fs-breakpoint, $fs-font-size in $fs-map {
 @if $fs-breakpoint == null {
 @include make-font-size($fs-font-size);
 }
 @else {
 // If $fs-font-size is a key that exists in
 // $fs-breakpoints, use the value
 @if map-has-key($fs-breakpoints, $fs-breakpoint) {
 $fs-breakpoint: map-get($fs-breakpoints, $fs-
breakpoint);
 }
 @media screen and (min-width: $fs-breakpoint) {
 @include make-font-size($fs-font-size);
 }
 }
 }
}
// Utility function for mixin font-size
@mixin make-font-size($fs-font-size) {
 // If $fs-font-size is a list, include
 // both font-size and line-height
 @if type-of($fs-font-size) == "list" {
 font-size: nth($fs-font-size, 1);
 @if (length($fs-font-size) > 1) {
 line-height: nth($fs-font-size, 2);
 }
 }
 @else {
 font-size: $fs-font-size;
 }
}

The mixin checks to see whether the value of the key in the font-sizes map is a list as opposed to a
font-size value. If it’s a list, then it gets the correct value from the list by index value, with the help of the
nth function9. It assumes that the first value is the font size and the second is the line height. Let’s see
it in action:

p {
 @include font-size($p-font-
sizes);
}

And here’s the resulting CSS:
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p { font-size: 15px; line-height: 1.3; }
@media screen and (min-width: 480px) {
 p { font-size: 16px; }
}
@media screen and (min-width: 700px) {
 p { font-size: 17px; line-height: 1.4; }
}
@media screen and (min-width: 900px) {
 p { font-size: 18px; }
}
@media screen and (min-width: 1024px) {
 p { font-size: 19px; line-height: 1.45; 
}
}
@media screen and (min-width: 1440px) {
 p { font-size: 20px; }
}

This final solution is easily extensible to accommodate a host of other attributes, such as font weights,
margins, etc. The key is to modify the make-font-size utility mixin and use the nth function to get
the appropriate value from the list.

Conclusion

There are various ways to approach responsive typography and consistent vertical rhythm, and they
are not limited to my suggestion. However, I find that this works for me more times than not.

I also realize that my solution is not robust (it’s not designed to handle media-query ranges, 
max-width or viewport orientation). Such features can be implemented in the mixin (my personal
version also converts pixel values to ems), but for complex media queries, I prefer to write by hand.
Don’t forget that you can use the map-get function12 to retrieve values from existing maps.

Alternatives

Viewport units13 (vh, vw, vmin and vmax) can also be used to create responsive typography:

An example of viewport units in action. One viewport unit = 1% of the viewport’s width or
height. (For a 1000-pixel-wide viewport, 1vw = 10px; for a 500-pixel-high viewport, 1vh = 
5px.)

For example, viewport-width units can be used to build fluid hero text14. However, because the text will
be scaled to the width or height of the viewport (as opposed to the size of the content area of the page)
and because CSS currently lacks min and max values for the font-size property, viewport units
aren’t suitable for body text: No matter what value you choose, body text sized in viewport units will
always end up being too large or too small at extreme browser sizes, necessitating intervention by
media query.

FitText.js15 does a similar job, with a focus on sizing text so that it always rests on a single line or
measure. SVG techniques can also be used to achieve a similar effect.
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